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ABSIRACT[

Network Analyzer self-calibration techniques -TRL, LMR, TAR- are developed, implemented and
compared in several transmission media. A novel LMR (Line-Match-Reflect) technique based on
known LINE and REFLECT Standards, is proposed and compared to conventional LMR (based on
known LINE and MATCH Standards) and other techniques (TRL, TAR). They are applied to
on-wafer S-parameter measurement as well as to coaxial, waveguide and microstrip media.
Experimental results up to 40 GHz are presented.

INIRQDUCTIQN

Due to the inherent redundancy associated to the Network Analyzer self-calibration techniques
[1,2,3,4], some calibration standards (shorts, opens, loads) need not be ideal and transmission line
standards are not only possible but convenient. Multiple applications can be found in MIC, MMIC
and on-wafer measurements [5]. TRL [1] is the most widely used self-calibration technique, giving
accurate chip transistor measurements in microstrip up to 40 GHz [6]. Other techniques, like LMR
or TAR have been proposed [2,4] and compared to TRL [4,7]. LMR has some advantages over
TRL, like inherent broad bandwidth as well as wafer-probe fixed position for on-wafer measurements
[8]. However, the suitability of the different techniques to a particular transmission line medium
has not been yet fully investigated.

The objectives of this work are the theoretical development, practical implementation and comparative
study of self-calibration techniques -TRL, LMR, TAR-. Calibration and measurement programs for
the Network Analyzer (HP 851OB from Hewlett-Packard) external controller have been developed
to this end. The applications are device measurements using Test-Fixtures as well as wafer-probe
stations. A novel LMR technique based on known LINE and REFLECT Standards is here proposed
and compared to conventional LMR (based on known LINE and MATCH Standards [4]) and to the
other techniques. They are applied to on-wafer calibrations (using a Summit 9000 Cascade-Microtech
wafer-probe station), fixtured (microstrip) S-parameter measurements, as well as to coaxial and
Ka-band waveguide transmission media. Experimental results are given from 1 to 40 GHz.

THEQEETIC_AL!CQNSI12ERATIONS 9N LMll TIRCHNIQ1lES

When the LMR (Line-Match-Reflect) technique is applied to microstrip-Test-Fixture based chip
transistor measurements, a practical drawback arises. In fact, the MATCH Standard r M should be
ideal (FM = ) or perfectly known [4,7], a requirement that is difficult to meet in the higher frequency
band (20 to 40 GHz) using chip microstrip-mounting loads. To circumvent the difficulty, one option
is to assume a non-ideal unknown Match. In this case, the exact value of rM is not relevant for the
calibration process (provided it is small and equal at both ports), but an accurate value for the Reflect
Standard r R (equal at both ports) has to be provided to the calibration algorithm. The error commited
assuming an ideal microstrip short is usually less than the errorcommitted assuming an ideal microstrip
load [6]. A similar argument can be used in the waveguide measurement case.

The calibration equations for the case of known-Reflect LMR are not referenced in the literature.
Following the same notation as in [4], it can be shown that:
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where the bar means that the U and V matrices have been appropriately normalized to avoid
indetermined elements. y indicates the LINE propagation constant and I its length. U and V are
defined as:

[U] =[T3][T 1][V] =[M3][M1]

where T I, T3 are the transmission matrices of calibration standards 1 and 3 (LINE and MATCH
respectively), and M 1 , M3 are their respective measured transmission matrices. Equation (1) has to
be used for the known-Reflect LMR calibration process. From (1) it can be seen that this technique
has two limitations. The first one is that TMR calibrations (zero-length LINE or THRU) are not
allowed because they could lead to indetermined values in (1). The second is that LINE lengthes
which are a multiple of a half wavelength are not allowed for the same reason. This may lead to a
bandwidth limitation. However, the limitation can be avoided if a very short line is used (a line with
a delay ranging from 1 to 10 ps would be suitable up to 40 GHz). rM is unknown but it can easily
be computed, as a result of the calibration process, from the following second degree equation:

rM[CVQC - (Q 11 + Q22)U22ey ] + rM[(Q11 + Q22)(Ul2e' - U21 e Y)]

+e-YZ[011 + Q22)UI11CVQ] = °

CVQ = IV11 - V 12Q21 V22Q 1 v21 Q 12

where the bar again indicates normalization to avoid indetermined elements. Q is defined as:

[Q] = [M2][M I I

where M2 iS the measured transmission matrix of calibration standard 2 (REFLECT).

EXPERIMENTAL RflUITS

Calibration algorithms based on the 8-term error model [2], were written in an HP 217 Computer
to calibrate an HP 8510 B Network Analyzer. TRL, TAR and both LMRs were implemented. The
feasibility of known-Reflect LMR is demonstrated in figure 1, where the measurement of a shifted
Ka-waveguide short is compared to the measurement using TRL. The measured phases using both
methods are in a very good agreement and they also agree with the theoretical value. The measured
magnitude using known-Reflect LMR shows the smallest ripple, but it does not show the waveguide
losses as for the TRL case. The reason is that the LINE was assumed to be ideal (no losses) for the
former.

The analogous behaviour of known-Reflect LMR compared to TRL can also be seen in conventional
(known-Match) LMR. This is shown in figure 2, where a coaxial shielded-open is measured using
TRL, known-Match LMR and TAR calibrations, and compared to its theoretical value (straight
line). The measurement frequency range is 5-35 GHz due to the bandwidth limitation associated to
TRL. The best results are obtained with TRL and LMR calibrations. TAR shows a ripple (20) due
to the mismatch of the ATTENUATOR Standard.

Chip transistor S-parameter measurements were performed in a microstrip Test-Fixture [6] using
known-ReflectLMR and TRL. A chip microstrip-mounting load was used to implement the MATCH
Standard. The frequency range was restricted to the 5-16 GHz margin to guarantee MATCH return
losses better than -10 dB. Figure 3 compares the measured S1 1 parameter of the Toshiba GaAs
MESFET JS-8830-AS using both techniques. They show a very close agreement.
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The autocalibration techniques were evaluated and compared using a Summit-9000
(Cascade-Microtech) wafer-probe Station and coplanar calibration substrates (ISS and LRM) up to
40 GHz. The THRU (TRL, TAR) and LINE (LMRs) Standards are I ps lines. Two TRL LINE
Standards are used to cover the 1-40 GHz band (10 ps for higher frequencies and 40 ps for lower
frequencies). The Reflect Standard is an open circuit. Figure 4 shows the measurements of an open,
a short, a 40 ps line and a 20 dB attenuator, using the above calibrations. A very good agreement
is always obtained using both LMRs. TRL agrees with LMRs only for the open an short
measurements. The Attenuator and 40 ps-line TRL-measurements show differences compared to
LRMs and TAR, probably because TRL is a LINE-based technique. In fact, the LINE has different
manufacturing characteristics compared to the MATCH and ATENUATTOR Standards, and it also
has losses and dispersion. The open and short S | TAR-measurements show dispersion probably
because of a probe overlap associated to the AlTENUATOR Standard. This is in accord with [8].
The Attenuator and 40 ps-line TAR-measurements show very good agreement with LRMs.

CONCLUSIONS

The known-Reflect LMR calibration has been theoreticaly investigated and implemented. It shows
some advantages in transmission media in which the MATCH Standard deviates from ideality
(microstrip, waveguide). Comparative coaxial, waveguide and microstrip measurements have been
presented showing good agreement between both known-Reflect LMR and TRL. TAR offers worse
results due to the poor ATTENUATOR return losses. On-wafer measurements show similar results
using both LMRs. TRL and TAR may have dispersion effects due to the LINE and ATTENUATOR
Standards. Selection of a calibration technique depends on the DUT to be measured and the Standard
available characteristics.
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Figure 1 Ka-band waveguide shifted-short mesurement
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Figure 2 Coaxial open circuit measurements compared to the theoretical characteristics
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Figure 3 JS-8830-AS measured
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Figure 4 On-wafer measurements. 1-40 GHz.
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